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Norris BJ, Weaver AL, Wenning A, Garcı́a PS, Calabrese RL.
A central pattern generator producing alternative outputs: phase rela-
tions of leech heart motor neurons with respect to premotor synaptic
input. J Neurophysiol 98: 2983–2991, 2007. First published August
29, 2007; doi:10.1152/jn.00407.2007. The central pattern generator
(CPG) for heartbeat in leeches consists of seven identified pairs of
segmental heart interneurons and one unidentified pair. Four of the
identified pairs and the unidentified pair of interneurons make inhib-
itory synaptic connections with segmental heart motor neurons. The
CPG produces a side-to-side asymmetric pattern of intersegmental
coordination among ipsilateral premotor interneurons corresponding
to a similarly asymmetric fictive motor pattern in heart motor neurons,
and asymmetric constriction pattern of the two tubular hearts: syn-
chronous and peristaltic. Using extracellular techniques, we recorded,
in 61 isolated nerve cords, the activity of motor neurons in conjunc-
tion with the phase reference premotor heart interneuron, HN(4), and
another premotor interneuron that allowed us to assess the coordina-
tion mode. These data were then coupled with a previous description
of the temporal pattern of premotor interneuron activity in the two
coordination modes to synthesize a global phase diagram for the
known elements of the CPG and the entire motor neuron ensemble.
These average data reveal the stereotypical side-to-side asymmetric
patterns of intersegmental coordination among the motor neurons and
show how this pattern meshes with the activity pattern of premotor
interneurons. Analysis of animal-to-animal variability in this coordi-
nation indicates that the intersegmental phase progression of motor
neuron activity in the midbody in the peristaltic coordination mode is
the most stereotypical feature of the fictive motor pattern. Bilateral
recordings from motor neurons corroborate the main features of the
asymmetric motor pattern.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Central pattern generator (CPG) networks (De Schutter et al.
2005; Marder and Calabrese 1996; Marder et al. 2005), con-
sisting mainly of interneurons, produce an often complex
temporal pattern of activity. This pattern is transferred synap-
tically by premotor interneurons to motor neurons to control
rhythmic behavior. Particularly in invertebrates the key neuro-
nal elements in CPG networks, including premotor elements,
have been identified and their activity pattern defined. More-
over, in many cases the fictive motor pattern (activity of motor
neurons) has been precisely determined. What is often lacking,
however, is a precise description of the relative timing (coor-
dination) of the activity of premotor interneurons and the motor
neurons.

In the stomatogastric nervous system of crustaceans, the
coordination of the fictive motor program with CPG activity
has been precisely defined, but this is somewhat a special case
because the motor neuron themselves are CPG elements and
there a very few interneurons (Bucher et al. 2005, 2006;
Marder and Bucher 2007). The stomatogastric CPGs are also
not well suited to illuminate distributed CPGs that control and
coordinate intersegmental motor outflow because of their local
output. In the swimmeret CPG of crayfish (Mulloney and Hall
2007; Mulloney et al. 2006), and especially in the leech
swimming CPG (Cang and Friesen 2002; Kristan et al. 2005),
such quantitative descriptions of interneuron and motor neuron
coordination are gradually emerging. Much progress is now
being made in identifying the key neuronal elements that make
up vertebrate pattern generators, and the fictive motor pro-
grams are often well described (Grillner et al. 2005; Kiehn
2006), although relative coordination has not been well quan-
tified. In most preparations, it is simply too difficult to simul-
taneously record multiple premotor interneurons and motor
neurons for melding the interneuron activity pattern with the
motor pattern.

Here we focus on a quantitative assessment of the relative
coordination of premotor interneurons and motor neurons in
the leech heartbeat CPG as a necessary step for our long-range
aim of a complete model of how a CPG controls intersegmental
motor outflow. Such a quantitative assessment also allows us to
determine variability across preparations. The observation that
neuronal networks, and CPGs in particular, display a two- to
fivefold range of intrinsic membrane currents and synaptic
strengths while still producing stereotypical output (Marder
and Goaillard 2006), begs the question of how variable such
“stereotypy” is.

The heartbeat control system of the medicinal leech has been
studied intensively for over three decades (for a recent review
see Kristan et al. 2005). The leech has two tubular hearts
running the length of the body and moving blood through its
closed circulatory system (Krahl and Zerbst-Boroffka 1983;
Thompson and Stent 1976a; Wenning et al. 2004a). The
beating pattern (beat period 4–10 s) is asymmetric, with one
heart generating high systolic pressure through a front-directed
peristaltic wave (peristaltic coordination mode) along its
length, and the other generating low systolic pressure through
near-synchronous constriction (synchronous coordination mode)
along its length. The peristaltic heart moves blood forward,
whereas the synchronous heart has been hypothesized mainly
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to push blood into the peripheral circulation (Hildebrandt 1988;
Wenning et al. 2004a) and supports rearward blood flow
(Wenning and Meyer 2007). After about 20–40 beats (switch
period �100–400 s) the hearts switch roles (Krahl and Zerbst-
Boroffka 1983; Thompson and Stent 1976a; Wenning et al.
2004a). This constriction pattern including the regular switches
in coordination mode have been quantitatively described in
detail (Wenning et al. 2004a).

Heart (HE) motor neurons occur as bilateral pairs in the
midbody segmental ganglia 3 through 18 [designated HE(3)–
HE(18)]. Each motor neuron innervates the segmental section
of its ipsilateral heart tube and drives and entrains the beating
of the heart in its segment (Maranto and Calabrese 1984a,b). In
the isolated nervous system, the bursting discharge pattern of
this ensemble of segmental motor neurons reflects well the
segmental constriction pattern of the hearts and the switches in
coordination mode (Wenning et al. 2004b). This asymmetric
pattern of motor outflow has been quantified with respect to
intersegmental phase relations, duty cycle, and intraburst spike
frequency (Wenning et al. 2004b).

The central pattern generator for heartbeat consists of seven
identified pairs of segmental heart (HN) interneurons located in
the first seven midbody segmental ganglia [designated HN(1)–
HE(7)]; one as yet unidentified pair of heart interneurons
[designated HN(X) because its ganglion of origin is unknown]
is known to exist (Calabrese 1977; Thompson and Stent
1976b,c) (Fig. 1A). Of the identified interneurons the HN(3)
and HN(4) interneurons and the HN(6) and HN(7) interneurons
are premotor (front and rear premotor interneurons, respec-
tively) and make inhibitory synapses with ipsilateral motor
neurons by a posterior directed axon (Fig. 1B) (Thompson and
Stent 1976b). The unidentified HN(X) heart interneuron makes
inhibitory synapses with ipsilateral HE(3)–HE(6) motor neu-
rons. The heart interneurons interact with one another by
inhibitory synapses and by electrical junctions that appear to be
rectifying (Fig. 1A) (Calabrese 1977, 1979; Thompson and
Stent 1976c). The first four pairs of interneurons [HN(1)–
HN(4)] form an oscillatory core that paces beat timing for the
entire pattern generator network. This core timing network has
been examined in detail (Masino and Calabrese 2002a,b,c) and
modeled extensively (Hill et al. 2002; Jezzini et al. 2004). The
timing network is linked to the rear premotor interneurons
through direct ipsilateral electrical connections and indirectly
through bilateral inhibitory connections from the HN(5) heart
interneuron pair (Fig. 1B). The HN(5) interneurons are called
switch interneurons because bilateral recordings (Calabrese
and Peterson 1983; Lu et al. 1999) show one active in rhythmic
bursts and one inactive with reciprocal switches in activity
state every 20–40 heartbeat cycles. The inactive state is caused
by a persistent leak-like conductance—reversal potential near
�60 mV—that suppresses spike activity (Gramoll et al. 1994).
The active state of the switch interneuron gives rise to the
synchronous coordination mode and the inactive state to the
peristaltic coordination mode (Calabrese 1977; Calabrese and
Peterson 1983). The switch interneurons do not appear to be
able to switch autonomously and it is hypothesized that they
are under control of a switch oscillator extrinsic to the known
heart interneurons (Lu et al. 1999).

Recently we have completed a quantitative description of the
activity pattern (phase relations, duty cycle, and intraburst
spike frequency) of all the premotor interneurons [including

the HN(X) interneurons] and of the switch interneurons using
extracellular recording techniques that minimally perturb net-
work activity and permit relatively long-term recording (Norris
et al. 2006). This analysis confirmed that switches in coor-
dination are associated with reciprocal switches in the
activity of the switch interneurons. The result of the change
in switch interneuron activity is that the phase relations of
the HN(6), HN(7), and HN(X) premotor interneurons shift
with respect to the HN(3) and HN(4) premotor interneurons
that are part of the phase-invariant timing network core (Fig.
1A). Thus we have a complete quantitative description of the
temporal pattern of CPG fictive output onto motor neurons
and a complete description of the fictive pattern of motor
neuron firing.

Here we use extracellular recording techniques that mini-
mally perturb network activity to assess quantitatively the
phase relations of the fictive pattern of segmental motor neuron
firing with the fictive pattern of CPG premotor interneuron
firing, thus providing the temporal link between these two
fictive patterns. Moreover, we also assess the variability in
these two patterns across preparations and compare this vari-
ability to variability in the constriction patterns of the two
hearts.
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FIG. 1. Network diagrams for the leech heartbeat central pattern generator
(CPG: heart interneuron circuit) and the CPG output to associated heart motor
neurons. A: circuit diagram showing synaptic connections among interneurons
of the heartbeat CPG. B: hemilateral circuit diagram showing all the premotor
heart (HN) interneurons of the CPG [identified HN(3), HN(4), HN(6), HN(7),
and unidentified HN(X)] and their pattern of synaptic connections to ipsilateral
motor neurons (HE) in HE(3)–HE(9). In both panels, large colored circles are
cell bodies and associated input processes. Lines indicate cell processes, small
colored/black circles indicate inhibitory chemical synapses, small boxes along
the HN(X) interneurons’ axons in G3–G6 are putative spike initiation sites, and
diodes indicate rectifying electrical synapses. Dashed process extending from
the G5 interneuron to the G6 initiation site of the HN(X) interneuron indicates
an indirect excitatory pathway (Norris et al. 2006). For simplicity in the CPG
diagram of A, cells with similar input and output connections and function are
lumped. Standard colors for the identified interneurons are used (see METHODS

for color code); e.g., lime green is used for the X interneuron. HN(X)
interneuron is defined as one that gives rise to matched IPSPs in ipsilateral
G3–G6 heart motor neurons and rectifying electrical coupling potentials in
ipsilateral G3 and G4 interneurons (Calabrese 1977).
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M E T H O D S

Animals and solutions

Leeches (Hirudo sp) (Siddall et al. 2007) were obtained from
commercial suppliers (Leeches USA, Westbury, NY and Biopharm,
Charleston, NC) and maintained in artificial pond water at 15°C. After
the animals were anesthetized in cold saline, chains of ganglia were
dissected consisting of the head brain (HB) to at least midbody
ganglion 15 (G15) for recording the heart interneuron and heart motor
neuron activity rhythms. The preparations were pinned (ventral sur-
face up) in 60-mm petri dishes lined with Sylgard (Dow Corning,
Midland, MI). Ganglia in which heart interneurons or heart motor
neurons were to be recorded were desheathed using fine scissors or
microscalpels. The preparation was superfused continuously with
normal leech saline containing (in mM): 115 NaCl, 4 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2,
10 glucose, and 10 HEPES buffer, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH, at
1–2 ml/min (bath volume 6–8 ml). Heart motor neurons and inter-
neurons were identified based on soma size, soma location in the
ganglion, and ultimately identified by their characteristic bursting
activity (e.g., Fig. 2). Previous experience has indicated that the heart
interneuron HN(X) activity pattern associated with synchronous co-
ordination is sensitive to prolonged dissection and extensive desheath-
ing of ganglia (Norris et al. 2006); thus when recording the coordi-
nation of front motor neurons with premotor interneurons all attempts
were made to keep dissections �1 h and to minimize the number of
ganglia desheathed. Moreover, those preparations where the phasing
of front motor neurons never switched out of the peristaltic state
during the course of an experiment (often despite documented
switches in the identified rear premotor interneurons) were discarded.

Extracellular recording techniques

For extracellular recordings from heart interneurons and heart
motor neurons, we used suction electrodes filled with normal saline.
Electrodes were pulled on a Flaming/Brown micropipette puller
(P-97, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) from borosilicate glass (1 mm
OD, 0.75 mm ID; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) and placed in a

suction electrode holder (E series, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT).
To ensure a tight fit between the cell and electrode, the electrode tips
had a final inner diameter of about 20 �M for interneurons and of
about 30 �M for motor neurons, approximately the diameter of heart
interneuron/motor neuron somata, respectively. The electrode tip was
brought in contact with the cell body and light suction was applied
using a syringe until the entire cell body was inside the electrode.
Extracellular signals were monitored with a differential AC amplifier
(model 1700, A-M Systems) at a gain of 1,000 with the low- and
high-frequency cutoffs set at 100 and 1,000 Hz, respectively. Noise
was reduced with a 60-Hz notch filter and a second amplifier (model
410, Brownlee Precision, Santa Clara, CA) amplified the signal
appropriately for digitization.

Data acquisition and analysis

Data were digitized (sampling rate 3.3 kHz) using a digitizing board
(Digi-Data 1200 Series Interface, Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA)
and acquired using pCLAMP software (Axon Instruments) on a
personal computer (PC).

Determining the heart interneuron/motor neuron activity
pattern and phase relations

For analysis of extracellularly recorded spike trains to determine
the heart interneuron/motor neuron activity pattern and phase relations
61 total preparations were used, 29 in which HE(3)–HE(7) motor
neurons were recorded and 32 in which HE(8)–HE(18) motor neurons
were recorded. Spike detection was carried out in Spike2 (Cambridge
Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) using methods similar to those
outlined previously (Norris et al. 2006). Briefly, spikes were detected
with a discrimination window. When voltage crossed a lower thresh-
old value, but did not exceed an upper threshold, a spike event was
detected and was indicated by a raster point above the spike. The
upper threshold eliminated transient artifacts in the recording. To
prevent multiple detection of the same spike, a refractory period (20
ms), during which spikes could not be recognized, was applied after
each detected event. To ensure that all spikes were detected, the
refractory period was considerably shorter than the shortest interspike
interval (�50 ms).

In most recordings, heart interneuron/motor neuron spikes were
easily discernable by eye because they were the only units present in
the recording and spike amplitude remained constant over periods of
20 min to �1 h. In a minority of the preparations, the extracellular
recordings would lose suction and have a signal that progressively
grew weaker before the suction was reestablished. In these cases, the
signal was low-pass filtered and differentiated to reduce noise levels
relative to the signal. Then, spike thresholds were varied according to
the signal levels.

For analysis of burst characteristics, period, duty cycle, and intra-
burst spike frequency, spikes were grouped into bursts as follows.
After an interburst interval (�1 s) elapsed without any spikes de-
tected, the next spike event was identified as the first spike of a burst.
Subsequent spikes with interspike intervals less than the interburst
interval were grouped into that burst. To eliminate the effects of
occasional stray spikes in heart motor neurons and interneurons,
groups of fewer than five spikes were not considered as bursts. The
middle spike in each burst was indicated by a symbol above the burst.
Herein, specific symbols and specific colors are used in traces, graphs,
and diagrams to represent heart interneurons from specific midbody
ganglia: diamond/red, HN(1)/HN(2) interneurons; circle/dark blue,
HN(3) interneurons; asterisk/dark green, HN(4) interneurons; open
circle/orange, HN(5) interneurons; triangle/magenta, HN(6) interneu-
rons; square/cyan, HN(7) interneurons; and cross/lime green, HN(X)
interneurons. Black diamonds are used for all phase markers when
color was not used.

HE(R,4)

HE(R,7)
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HN(R,7)
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FIG. 2. Coordination of front and rear heart motor neurons with the heart-
beat CPG. Shown are extracellular recordings from 2 front (A) and a rear heart
motor neuron (B) with the ipsilateral phase reference HN(4) interneuron in
both peristaltic and synchronous coordination mode. Black diamonds indicate
the middle spike of each burst and dashed lines are provided to facilitate
observation of relative phasing. Coordination mode is indicated by the relative
phasing of the ipsilateral HN(4) and HN(7) interneurons. A and B from
different preparations.
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We then calculated burst period (T), phase (�), duty cycle (D), and
intraburst spike frequencies (see following text) for each recorded
cell. Every effort was made to maximize the number of representative
bursts analyzed within a coordination mode. Bursts were not included
if the neuron showed signs of injury, had one to two cycles of
disrupted patterning, or if one of the heart interneurons was no longer
following 1:1 with the other heart interneurons. For this analysis, an
average of 20.53 � 1.10 (SD) cycles was used per preparation for
each coordination mode with a minimum number of five cycles used
(usually n � 12 consecutive bursts). In a few preparations, one or
more heart interneurons/motor neurons were insufficiently inhibited
(or slightly damaged in the dissection and/or the recording) such hat
they continued to fire at very low rates (�5 Hz) during their inhibited
phase. In this case, as few as possible detected spikes were removed
around troughs in the instantaneous spike frequency to achieve a
sufficient interburst interval (1 s) for burst detection. To represent the
burst period of the entire central pattern generator, the burst period of
an HN(4) interneuron [or an HN(3) interneuron in the small number
of cases where no HN(4) interneuron was recorded] was determined.

Burst period was defined as the interval in seconds from middle
spike to middle spike of consecutive bursts and the mean burst period
(Ti) was determined for each cell (i) (ganglion index for an interneu-
ron or motor neuron). The unilateral (or relative) phase of a given
heart motor neuron (or interneuron) was defined on a cycle-by-cycle
basis as the time (t) difference between the middle spike of its burst
(ti) and the middle spike of the preceding ipsilateral HN(4) heart
interneuron’s burst (t4; ipsilateral phase reference cell). The time
difference was then normalized to the burst period of the ipsilateral
phase reference cell and expressed as a decimal number (between 0
and 1): �i � �ti�4/T4. A phase of 1.0/0.0 indicated a cell with no
phase difference relative to the phase reference, the ipsilateral HN(4)
heart interneuron, whereas a 0.50 phase difference indicated an
antiphasic relationship. To unify phase calculations in the two differ-
ent modes or in bilateral recordings, the unilateral (relative) phase
calculated in the synchronous coordination mode was offset by 0.511,
corresponding to the empirically measured phase difference
(0.5106 � 0.0216; n � 10) in bilateral recording between the
peristaltic HN(4) interneuron (defined as 0.0 phase) and the synchro-
nous HN(4) interneuron [i.e., the peristaltic HN(4) interneuron be-
came the absolute phase reference] (Norris et al. 2006). All phases
were expressed modulo 1. This adjustment allowed a complete bilat-
eral assessment of motor neuron phase with respect to the HN(4)

interneurons (absolute phase). Phases calculated for individual exper-
iments were then averaged across preparations to obtain a mean phase.
To calculate the duty cycle and for the purpose of phase box plots we
also calculated the mean absolute phase of the first and the last spikes
of the bursts, as earlier for the middle spike. Mean duty cycle (D) was
then determined by subtracting the mean first spike phase from the
mean last spike phase, adding 1, and taking the value modulo 1. If this
number was negative, 1 was added. Duty cycle was thus calculated
without SD and represents the fraction of the burst period occupied by
the burst. The mean duty cycle for each interneuron/motor neuron was
then displayed as a box plot (normalized burst duration) in the
bilateral phase diagrams subsequently described. These phase dia-
grams were then integrated with similarly constructed bilateral phase
diagrams for the identified premotor interneurons and the switch
interneurons (Fig. 4 in Norris et al. 2006) and for the HN(X)
interneurons (Fig. 10 in Norris et al. 2006).

Bilateral phase diagrams of motor neuron firing with respect to the
HN(4) interneurons were used to illustrate phase relations between
heart interneurons and heart motor neurons. A vertical line that bisects
each phase box near its midpoint indicates the mean phase for each
heart interneuron. The beginning and end of each box indicate the
average time of the first and last spikes, respectively, in a series of
bursts relative to the middle spike time of the absolute phase reference
cell. Error bars indicate the SD around the mean first, middle, and last
spike in a burst.

For the heart motor neurons we also calculated intraburst spike
frequency. Each interspike interval in a burst was converted to a
frequency (reciprocal) and the maximum, minimum, and average of
these frequencies were then averaged across bursts and reported as
maximum spike frequency (Fmax), minimum spike frequency (Fmin),
and mean spike frequency (F), respectively.

Means are presented � SD.

R E S U L T S

Our present aim was to characterize as quantitatively as
possible the firing pattern of segmental heart motor neurons
and their phase relations with the premotor heart interneurons
and to complement our previous quantitative description of the
firing pattern and phase relations of premotor heart interneu-
rons (Norris et al. 2006). Specifically, we determined directly
the bilateral (absolute) phase relations of the HE(3)–HE(18)

HE(L,3)

HE(L,4)

HN(L,4)

HN(L,7)

5 sSwitch

Peristaltic Synchronous

FIG. 3. Coordination of HE(3) and HE(4) heart motor neurons with the
heartbeat CPG. Shown are extracellular recordings from HE(3) and HE(4)
heart motor neurons with the ipsilateral phase reference HN(4) interneuron
across a switch (arrow) from peristaltic to synchronous coordination mode.
Black diamonds indicate the middle spike of each burst and dashed lines are
provided to facilitate observation of relative phasing. Coordination mode is
indicated by the relative phasing of the ipsilateral HN(4) and HN(7) interneu-
rons. Across the switch the motor neurons shift phase both with respect to each
other and to the ipsilateral HN(4) phase reference.

HE(R,8)

HN(R,4)

HN(R,7)

5 s

Switch

PeristalticSynchronous

FIG. 4. Coordination of an HE(8) heart motor neuron with the heartbeat
CPG. Shown are extracellular recordings from an HE(8) heart motor neuron
with the ipsilateral phase reference HN(4) premotor interneuron and the HN(7)
premotor interneuron across a switch (arrow) from synchronous to peristaltic
coordination mode. Black diamonds indicate the middle spike of each burst
and dashed lines are provided to facilitate observation of relative phasing.
Coordination mode is indicated by the relative phasing of the ipsilateral HN(4)
and HN(7) interneurons. Across the switch the HE(8) motor neuron does not
shift phase with respect to the ipsilateral HN(4) phase reference.
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motor neurons with the HN(4) heart interneurons and were
thereby able to anchor the previously described fictive motor
pattern (Wenning et al. 2004b) to the previously described
activity pattern of the premotor interneuron in the heartbeat
CPG (Norris et al. 2006). We thus assessed how the synaptic
output of the heartbeat CPG is transformed into the heartbeat
fictive motor pattern.

Relative phasing of premotor heart interneurons and heart
motor neurons

Here we establish the relative phasing of the premotor
interneurons of the heartbeat CPG with the motor neurons
permitting a more precise description of how input (interneu-
ron pattern) is transformed to output (motor neuron pattern).
Our method was simple; the HN(4) heart interneuron acts as a
phase reference for the heart interneuron pattern and the
ipsilateral HN(7) interneuron as an indicator of the ipsilateral

coordination mode of the heartbeat CPG. In 61 different
preparations, we recorded these two neurons extracellularly
and, in addition, recorded extracellularly a series of segmental
heart motor neurons one or two at a time; motor neuron phase
was measured with respect to the HN(4) interneuron phase
reference (0.0 phase peristaltic and 0.511 synchronous) in both
coordination modes.

Figure 2 illustrates the method of recording relative phasing
of interneurons and motor neurons and typical recordings. In
the top panels (Fig. 2A), peristaltic coordination in the inter-
neurons (CPG) is mirrored by peristaltic coordination of the
motor neurons, and synchronous coordination of the CPG is
mirrored by synchronous coordination in the motor neurons.
Note that the HE(4) motor neuron is nearly in antiphase with
the HN(4) interneuron in synchronous coordination and is
nearly in phase with the HN(4) interneuron in peristaltic
coordination. The HE(7) motor neuron barely shifts its phase
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FIG. 5. Summary bilateral phase diagram of the premotor (standard color code) and switch interneurons (orange) of the heartbeat central pattern generator
with the entire segmental ensemble of heart motor neurons. Previously (Norris et al. 2006), an ipsilateral phase diagram of the interneurons was constructed from
measurements of activity phase relative to the ipsilateral HN(4) interneuron’s middle spike for both synchronous and peristaltic coordination modes. To align
the ipsilateral phase diagrams into a bilateral diagram the synchronous HN(4) interneuron was assigned a phase of 0.511, as measured with respect to the
peristaltic HN(4) interneuron in bilateral recordings. All other synchronous interneurons were then offset by the same amount as the phase of the synchronous
HN(4) interneuron. As described in METHODS, extracellular records of the HE motor neurons in each segment were made with respect to the ipsilateral HN(4)
phase reference interneuron in both peristaltic and synchronous coordination mode and the middle spike of their bursts assigned a phase with respect to this phase
reference. For both motor neurons and interneurons, the average duty cycle is indicated by the length of the bar: the left edge of each bar indicates the average
phase of the first spike of the burst and the right edge indicates the average phase of the last spike of the burst. Average phase is indicated by a vertical line within
the bar. Error bars indicate SDs. The switch interneuron [HN(5)] is silent in the peristaltic coordination mode.
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across the two coordination modes. The bottom panels (Fig.
2B), which illustrates the activity of a rear motor neuron, show
that the HE(13) motor neuron, like the HE(4) motor neuron,
shows a clear shift in phasing with respect to the ipsilateral
HN(4) interneuron across the two coordination modes. Figure
3 shows this shift in the HE(4) motor neuron’s phase with
respect to the ipsilateral HN(4) interneuron across a switch in
coordination mode. The HE(3) motor neuron likewise shows a
clear shift in phase but less so than the HE(4) motor neuron.
Recordings like those in Figs. 2 and 3 led to the prediction that
phase shifts increase frontward from the HE(8) motor neuron,
reaching a maximum at the HE(4) motor neuron and then
falling back somewhat at the HE(3) motor neuron and rearward
of the HE(8) motor neuron, the HE(8) motor neuron being a
fixed point. This fixed point prediction is consistent with the
observations that the HE(8) motor neurons are antiphasic and
do not shift relative to one another across a switch in coordi-
nation mode (Wenning et al. 2004b). This prediction is realized
in the recordings of Fig. 4.

Figure 5 is a summary diagram of phase and duty cycle that
combines the activity phase/duty cycle diagram of the premo-
tor and switch interneurons and the motor neuron activity
phase/duty cycle. The motor neuron pattern illustrated here
derives from the current experiments, whereas the interneuron

pattern is that of Norris et al. (2006); the interneuron record-
ings here were used exclusively as phase references [HN(4)
interneurons] for the motor neurons and indicators of coordi-
nation mode [HN(7) interneurons]. Although the motor neuron
activity pattern was derived independently, it recapitulates the
motor neuron activity pattern of Wenning et al. (2004b) de-
rived from extracellular recordings of the heart motor neuron
axons in peripheral nerve branches. Table 1 presents the motor
neuron data of Fig. 5 in tabular form and also includes
measurements of intraburst spike frequency for each motor
neuron in both peristaltic and synchronous coordination
modes.

Animal-to-animal variability in the phase relations of heart
motor neurons and heart interneurons

By presenting average data in Fig. 5, we portray a stereo-
typical fictive motor program and its coordination with its
premotor inhibitory inputs. How well do the average data
convey the actual stereotypy, i.e., what is the range of phase
variation in the fictive motor program? How does this variabil-
ity in fictive motor program compare with the phase variability
in the CPG output? To approach these questions we plotted the
unpacked (in the sense that we retrieved the individual data

TABLE 1. Intraburst spike frequency [mean (F), maximum (Fmax) minimum (Fmin)], phase (middle, first, last spikes), and duty cycle (D)
for all heart motor neurons [HE(3)–HE(18)] in both coordination modes, peristaltic (PERI) and synchronous (SYNC)

Spike Frequency Spike Phase

HE n Mean SD Maximum SD Minimum SD Middle SD First SD Last SD Duty Cycle n

PERI
HE(3) 12 9.6 4.2 17.6 9.0 3.9 1.5 0.84 0.09 0.70 0.11 0.94 0.11 0.24 12
HE(4) 23 7.5 3.4 12.6 7.7 3.2 0.7 0.81 0.11 0.62 0.16 0.96 0.10 0.34 23
HE(5) 9 7.8 2.7 13.1 5.6 2.9 0.6 0.79 0.08 0.60 0.13 0.94 0.07 0.34 9
HE(6) 8 8.1 2.0 13.1 3.8 3.5 0.7 0.69 0.05 0.47 0.04 0.88 0.06 0.40 8
HE(7) 9 7.8 2.0 13.8 4.9 2.7 0.6 0.62 0.13 0.37 0.18 0.85 0.10 0.48 9
HE(8) 14 9.1 2.0 17.2 5.3 3.1 0.4 0.47 0.04 0.20 0.07 0.77 0.07 0.57 14
HE(9) 13 8.3 2.0 15.9 4.7 2.8 0.4 0.44 0.04 0.13 0.07 0.78 0.07 0.65 13
HE(10) 11 9.1 1.7 17.4 3.8 3.3 0.3 0.37 0.07 0.03 0.09 0.71 0.08 0.68 11
HE(11) 12 8.2 0.3 15.6 1.1 3.2 0.3 0.32 0.10 0.99 0.10 0.66 0.13 0.67 12
HE(12) 10 7.3 1.9 13.0 3.9 3.4 0.6 0.35 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.69 0.07 0.64 10
HE(13) 10 7.3 1.9 13.3 4.0 3.4 0.8 0.30 0.10 0.98 0.10 0.68 0.11 0.70 9
HE(14) 8 7.5 1.2 16.0 3.2 3.2 0.4 0.27 0.10 0.94 0.11 0.69 0.10 0.74 8
HE(15) 15 8.1 2.2 15.7 4.5 3.6 1.3 0.27 0.13 0.96 0.12 0.67 0.15 0.72 15
HE(16) 9 8.7 2.6 17.3 4.8 3.6 0.6 0.26 0.13 0.00 0.12 0.65 0.13 0.65 9
HE(17) 10 7.3 0.4 14.6 1.5 3.0 0.2 0.32 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.63 0.13 0.54 10
HE(18) 11 8.1 1.6 16.1 4.4 3.2 0.4 0.34 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.60 0.10 0.48 11

SYNC
HE(3) 11 11.8 4.9 23.7 10.5 4.1 1.5 0.04 0.11 �0.15 0.15 0.23 0.08 0.37 11
HE(4) 28 6.5 2.7 11.0 5.6 2.7 0.6 0.12 0.10 �0.10 0.13 0.32 0.10 0.42 28
HE(5) 10 6.1 2.2 10.7 5.1 2.4 0.7 0.15 0.09 �0.08 0.12 0.35 0.06 0.43 10
HE(6) 9 7.6 2.2 13.6 4.0 2.9 0.9 0.05 0.08 �0.18 0.08 0.31 0.09 0.49 9
HE(7) 9 7.3 1.6 11.8 2.7 3.1 0.8 0.00 0.11 �0.24 0.06 0.27 0.17 0.51 9
HE(8) 13 9.6 1.9 18.1 4.8 3.2 0.4 0.01 0.04 0.73 0.06 0.32 0.05 0.59 13
HE(9) 13 8.8 2.1 16.3 4.8 3.1 0.4 0.02 0.04 0.70 0.08 0.35 0.06 0.65 13
HE(10) 13 8.4 2.3 15.4 5.1 3.3 0.5 0.02 0.07 0.70 0.10 0.36 0.05 0.66 13
HE(11) 12 8.2 1.5 16.1 4.0 3.3 0.6 0.99 0.06 0.67 0.09 0.36 0.05 0.69 12
HE(12) 11 7.1 1.8 12.4 4.2 3.2 0.5 0.03 0.08 0.73 0.13 0.35 0.07 0.62 11
HE(13) 10 7.2 1.7 13.1 3.6 3.4 0.9 0.99 0.08 0.67 0.10 0.36 0.08 0.69 9
HE(14) 9 7.7 1.0 15.3 2.9 3.3 0.4 0.04 0.10 0.73 0.13 0.44 0.09 0.71 9
HE(15) 14 8.3 1.8 16.1 4.6 3.8 1.3 0.98 0.19 0.66 0.22 0.38 0.18 0.72 14
HE(16) 10 8.7 2.3 18.1 5.9 3.6 0.6 0.07 0.13 0.78 0.16 0.44 0.13 0.65 10
HE(17) 9 8.5 1.6 16.9 4.1 3.3 0.5 0.21 0.17 0.95 0.17 0.52 0.21 0.57 9
HE(18) 11 8.9 1.4 17.2 3.6 3.8 0.8 0.20 0.11 0.97 0.14 0.44 0.13 0.46 11

Values are means � SD, except duty cycle. See METHODS.
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points that had been used to calculate means) archival (i.e.,
previously published) data of Fig. 5 on CPG interneuron phase
(middle spike) and the unpacked data of Fig. 5 on motor
neuron phase (Fig. 6). The phase range of the motor neurons is
greater than that of the interneuronal inputs: The phase rela-
tions of the rearmost motor neurons are particularly variable,
especially in the synchronous mode, perhaps reflecting vari-
ability in the HN(7) interneurons’ activity phases. Least vari-
able are midbody motor neurons with the main peristaltic phase
progression from the HE(13) to the HE(5) motor neuron being
most stereotypical among preparations. Thus any model of
motor neuron coordination in this system should capture this
phase progression well. The frontmost HE(3) and HE(4) motor
neurons are highly variable in both modes, which fits well with
variability of the HN(X) interneuron’s phasing in the peristaltic
mode but not with its relative constancy in the synchronous
mode, but then the HN(3) interneurons are remarkably variable
in their activity phases.

Bilateral coordination of the heart motor neurons

The summary diagram of Fig. 5, derived from unilateral
recordings, indicates that the bilateral HE(4) motor neurons
should show a short duty cycle, with one following the other
closely in phase and the HE(4) motor neuron on the peristaltic
side leading slightly. Moreover, the diagram shows that the
bilateral HE(7) motor neurons should show a long duty cycle
and be active nearly in antiphase to each other. The bilateral
motor neuron recordings of Fig. 7 support these indications.

D I S C U S S I O N

Here we systematically measured the phase relations (relative
coordination) between the activity pattern of premotor heart in-
terneurons and the activity pattern of the heart motor neurons, thus
unifying the fictive motor pattern with fictive CPG activity. To
extract insights from this analysis we address three questions.
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FIG. 6. Variability in heart interneuron and heart motor
neuron coordination. Bilateral summary diagram showing
average phase (middle spike) � SD (black bars) from Fig. 5
and individual values (colored dots) and number of values
(n), each corresponding to a different animal, used to com-
pute these averages. Motor neuron data are from the current
experiments and the interneuron data are archival from
Norris et al. (2006). Colors for the interneurons corresponds
to code of Fig. 1, but colors for the motor neurons are
arbitrary.
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Is the coordination of the fictive pattern of heart motor
neuron activity stereotypical?

The summary phase diagram of Fig. 5 and the numerical
average data in Table 1 suggest an affirmative answer, espe-
cially considering the moderate SDs found in the data set. It is
perhaps more revealing to see how individual preparations fall
in the bands defined by the SDs. This view suggests that the SD
values are good indicators of variability and that the midbody
motor neurons are most tightly coordinated to CPG output and
thus show the most consistent intersegmental coordination—
especially the phase progression of the HE(13)–HE(5) motor
neurons in peristaltic coordination mode appear tightly regu-
lated. Thus any model of motor neuron coordination in this
system should focus on this feature as a criterion for matching
the living system. Corresponding motor neurons in synchro-
nous coordination mode appear less closely coordinated to the
CPG but only slightly so. Frontmost and rearmost motor
neurons are quite flexible in the phasing with respect to their
premotor inputs (Fig. 6).

In a similar study of variability in a CPG and associated
motor neurons, Bucher et al. (2005) concluded that in the
pyloric CPG of the lobster (Homarus americanus) mean phase
relations were relatively tightly maintained across preparations
and might represent the set point of homeostatic regulation.
The phase variability we observed here is comparable. This
phase tolerance observed in two different CPGs, if it indeed
results from homeostatic regulation, would suggest that the set
points of such regulation, at least at the network level, are
broad.

How does the variability in the fictive motor program
compare with the constriction pattern of the hearts?

Figure 8 presents unpacked archival data from Wenning
et al. (2004a) on the phasing of systole in intact leeches using
systole in the peristaltic heart in segment 10 as a phase
reference. In general, variability is greater in the constriction
pattern than in the fictive motor pattern: as in the fictive motor
program the coordination of the rearmost heart segmental
sections is highly variable, especially in segmental sections
14–16 in the synchronous heart. Segmental sections 3 and 4
are highly variable in both the peristaltic and the synchronous

heart, as in the fictive motor program. The phase progression
for the midbody segmental sections in the peristaltic heart is
highly stereotyped as in the fictive motor program, but in the
synchronous heart, it is more variable and less synchronous in
appearance than the fictive motor program. The synchronous
heart does convey a front-to-rear progression not observed in
the fictive motor program where there is near synchrony. The
synchronous heart does support rearward blood flow along its
length (Wenning and Meyer 2007), a fact not apparent from the
fictive motor pattern.

Is the middle spike of a burst a useful maker for activity
phase in a fictive motor pattern?

The data of Table 1 show that across different animals
middle spike phase consistently has a lower SD than that of
either first spike phase or last spike phase. Similarly as with
heart interneurons (Hill et al. 2001; Masino and Calabrese
2002c; Norris et al. 2006), the middle spike phase has a lower
SD within a preparation (data not shown). These observations
thus indicate that the middle spike phase is not only ideal for
characterizing the motor pattern quantitatively and constrain-
ing any potential model of heart motor neuron coordination,
but also might be more closely regulated by the nervous
system.

Can the output of the central pattern generator be translated
into the fictive motor pattern?

Our ultimate goal is to construct a model that will translate
the fictive output of the heartbeat central pattern generator into
the fictive heartbeat motor pattern. This goal drove us to define
as accurately as possible the phase relations between the CPG
firing pattern and the motor neuron firing pattern presented
here. Although there is considerable variability in both the
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FIG. 7. Bilateral coordination of HE(4) and HE(7) heart motor neurons.
Shown are bilateral extracellular recordings from HE(4) and HE(7) heart motor
neurons with the right side in the peristaltic and the left side in the synchronous
coordination mode. Black diamonds indicate the middle spike of each burst
and dashed lines are provided to facilitate observation of relative phasing.
Coordination mode is indicated by the relative phasing of the ipsilateral HE(4)
and HE(7) motor neurons.
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phase relations of the fictive motor program and of the CPG
(premotor) activity pattern, we have been able to identify
stereotypical features, e.g., the rear-to-front phase progression
of midbody motor neurons in the peristaltic coordination mode
that any model must capture, if it is to illuminate underlying
mechanisms. In a subsequent paper we explore the synaptic
weights, synaptic plasticity, and conduction delays that char-
acterize the linkage between the interneurons and motor neu-
rons in the leech heartbeat system.
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